Judge: Mrs. Jacqueline L. Stacy

**Best of Breed**

**CH DEANNA'S SEE SPOT WIN.**
TR 86562402. 01-16-09. By CH Deanna's Diggin Up Bones - Caspian's Scandal Beauty.

**Best of Winners**

**DENZEL SHEER DELIGHT.**

**Best of Opposite Sex**

**DENZEL SHEER DELIGHT.**

**Select Dog**

**GCH LAFFORD FLY ME TOO FARLEYSBANE.**

**Select Bitch**

**CH WILDFIRE ON THE RECORD.**
Awards of Merit

**CH BETLEN RIEGEL SHE'S A LADY.**

**CH COPELLA'S RISING ATTRACTION.**

**GCH WILDFIRE ON THE VERGE.**

**Winners Dog**

**DENZEL THE DEVIL'S ADVOCATE.**

**Reserve Winners Dog**

**DENZEL THE PRACTICAL JOKER.**

**Winners Bitch**

**DENZEL SHEER DELIGHT.**

**Reserve Winners Bitch**

**DENZEL MASTERPIECE.**
Best Puppy

DENZEL MASTERPIECE.

Best Bred-By Exhibitor

DENZEL SHEER DELIGHT.

Best Veteran

CH BETLEN RIEGEL SHE'S A LADY.

Best Phalène

SWEET ANGEL DREAMS FINESSE.

Best Junior Handler

Alicia R. Adams.
CH DEANNA’S SEE SPOT WIN.